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ABSTRACT

Thispaper considers the behavior ofself-financed candidatesfor the 105th
U.S. House ofRepresentatives (1995-96 election cycle). In thefirst section I
evaluate self-financersas strategicpoliticians and examine their decisions to run
for office. In the secondsectionI consider thepresumedelectoral advantage held
bywealthy candidates. I use 1996primary amigeneral election resultsfor self-
financed and "regular" candidates to test whetherself-financingis as valuable to
a campaign asfundraising and to measure themarginaleffects ofself-investment.

INTRODUCTION: THE RISE OF THE SELF-FINANCED CAMDIDATES

In 1971, Congress passed the ifirst campugn finance reform law sincethe Federal Corrupt

Practices Act of 1925. The FederalElection Campaign Act (FECA) limited campaign

expenditures, including a candidate's personalexpenditures on his own behalf. The Supreme

Court invalidated these provisions in Buckleyv. Valeo(424 U.S. 1,12-59 (1976)), ruling that

campaignexpendituresare tantamount to political speech, and to restrict them violatesthe First

Amendment. The Court applied this interpretation to the overall limitson spendingas well as to

the limits on candidates' personal funding ofcampaigns, or self-financing.

In the 1996federal election cycle, 724 House candidates took advantage oftheBuckley

dedsion on self-financing. Thesecandidates gave their own campaigns net loansand

contributionsin excess of$1,000 per election(the contributionlimit that applies to other

individuals giving to federal campaigns) totaling $39,948,696 (FEC no date). Thenumber of

cj^ndidates self-financing $100,000 or morehas increased steadily in recentyears, from44 in 1988

to 93 in 1994 to 109 in 1996 (Walsh 1996, Shefiher1996,FEC no date). Table 1 presentsthe

distribution ofself-finandngactivityamongall major-party House candidates in 1996.



[TABLE 1 HEREJ

Self-financers have populated theAmerican political landscape since thebirth of the

Republic. Mutch reports, "Politics intheeighteenth century was a gentleman's pursuit, and

candidates paid their own expenses" (1988, xv). The recent resurgence ofwealthy candidates has

been greeted bycriticism and concern. Forexample. Governor Don Sundquist (R-Tennessee)

complains that"people whofounded thiscountry intended for people to serve in public ofiBce

from allwalks of life, and unless we canfigure out some wayto change it, we're heading toward

a governmentofmillionaires who in effectwillbuy seats" (Sher, LaPolt and Woods 1996). (The

governor's words maybe motivatedby personalexperience— his 1994 opponent invested$6.5

million in hiscampaign.) A New York Times editorial echoes this warning; "Congress hasno

more urgent task than to clean up a campaign financing ^stem that ^ves undue advantageto rich

candidates." The Times callsfor "a fightnow on principle to reclaim the political system fromthe

clutches ofwealthy candidates..." Q^ew York Times 1996).

These commentators and many others sound a common theme, that contests involving

deep-pocketed candidates are inherentlyun&ir. The normative concern about unfairnessrests on

an assumption that self-financers enjoy an electoral advantage. Whether they do or not is a matter

ofempirical fact that remains to be established — political scientists have paid surprisingly little

attention to self-financed candidates. A notable exception is Clyde X^lcox, whose study ofthe

1984 congressional elections describes the distribution ofself-financers in the candidate

population and proposes measures ofcandidate self-investment. Wilcox finds that personal funds

are an important campaign resource, especially when invested as "seed mon^," and concludes:



These candidate investments do not seem to be having a major impact on electoral outcomes,but
when the indirect effectsof early investmentsare taken into account, the median investment
accounts for about 1% ofthe vote of some credible non-incumbents. (1988,278)

In a subsequent studyWilcoxand his co-authorsfurther explorethe use ofself-investment as seed

money. Biersack, Hermson and Wilcox (1993) examine the timingofcampaignreceipts and

conclude that early money, whether self-financed or raised, is indeed like yeast, but individual

contributions make the doughrisemorethanself-investment does.' Self-financed seedmoney is

espedally importantfor inexperienced challengers. The authors argue;

Self-financing m^ be a viable strategy early in a canqxaign for [iiK}q)erienoed] candidates.
Presumably, such a candidate needs to acquire name recognition in the district nq>idly in order to
collect individual contributions and to do well enough in benchmark polls to convince
institutional actors that the candidate can mount a viable campaign. Early moneyfiom whatever
source can help the candidate acquire the visibility to meet these ends (545).

Other authors refer to self-financers in wider-reaching studies. I shall catalog such

references, but note that they do not buildon one another, nor do most ofthem includemore than

cursory desciiptions. Crotty offers anecdotalevidenceof"the positioning advantagesready

wealth allows a candidate" in the U.S. Senate elections of 1970 (1977,128). In his analysis of

money in the 1974 and 1976 congressional elections, Jacobson (1980) notes that non-incumbents

contributed much more to their own campaigns than did incumbents, and non-incumbents in

competitive districtscontributed muchmore, on average, than did non-incumbents in long-shot

districts. Alexander makes a similar finding; his tabulation ofself-investmentby House and

Senate candidates in elections from 1974 through 1984 reveals that non-incumbents self-finance

much more frequently than incumbents (U.S. Senate 1986,332). Hermson findsa similar pattem

for the 1992cycle(1995,147, see Table6-3). Orastein, MannandMalbin cite two examples of

' The mottoof EMILY'SList, the fimdraising network for pro-choice Democratic womencandidates, is "Early



self-financers as evidence that "havingmoney meanshaving the ability to be heard; it does not

mean the voters will like what they hear" (1996, 76). (Of course, this can apply to any candidate,

not just a self-financer.) Jacobson (1997) reports that candidates preferto self-finance with loans,

which can be repaidwith raised contributions if the candidate wins, rather than contributions. He

also notes self-financers' tendency to lose elections.

This body ofliterature offers a very preliminary, incomplete description of self-financers

behavior. Thequestion of electoral advantage remains to be rigorously addressed. Do self-

financed candidates enjoy an advantage overrivals whomust collect contributions? Table 2

suggests that theydo not: self-financers winprimary and general elections less frequently than

non-self-financers. Candidates who self-financed more than $2,000 won 50.1% oftheir

nominating contests and 12.5% of general elections. Among non-self-financers 60.1% won

nomination and 40.2% won the general election.

[TABLE 2 HERE]

Table 2 doesnot answer the question definitively. Many fiictors affect election outcomes,

such aspartisan composition ofthe district, whether the seat isopen or defended by anincumbent

and the candidates' relative quality. These factors may covary with self-investment and mask the

true relationship between self-financing and election outcomes. I thus turn first to a consideration

ofthe seats sought byself-financers. Arethey relatively "easier" or "harder"? I then exanune

election outcomes with controls for otherimportant variables. Mypurpose istwofold: first, to

Mon^ Is Like Yeast - it makesthe dough rise."



determine whether self-financers act as strategic politicians, and second, to measure the marginal

advmtage of self-financing, ifone indeed exists.

DATA AND MEASURES

The data for this study combine detailed campaign finance information and the political

history ofeach and district. Camptugn finance information, election results and seat

(defended or open) came fi-om the Federal Election Commission (PEC) data files HSTAPl

and BYREPT96. Candidate oflBceholding experience was compiled from periodic election round

ups in CongressionalQuarterly Weekly Report. IfCQ never mentioned acandidate's

officeholding experience, that candidate was presumed to have none. Election results fi^om

previous cycles used to compute the party performance score for each district were compiled

fi-om the 1996 and 1998 editions of theAlmanac ofAmerican Politics.

The foundation ofthe dataset isthe FEC file HSTAPl which includes records for 2142

candidates.^ The analysis in this paper is based on a subset of493 ofthe 1163 major-party non-

incumbents. My purpose in eliminating 1649 cases is to focus on apool ofcomparable,

competitive and reduce "noise" that may obfuscate patterns related to self-investment.

Tfinimbftnts and "hopeless" candidates (fi-om major or minor parties) are so distinct that they

cannot be analyzed together \wth the base category ofcredible non-incumbents. For example,

only 34 of384 incumbents (8.8%) running in 1996 invested in their own campaigns and 361

(94.0%) won re-election. Only two incumbents were in the top category, self-financing $100,000

or more. These figures stand in stark contrast with the non-incumbent self-investment rate of



49.9% and election rate of7.5%. Including the incumbents would clearly have confused the

findings, and there are too few cases to consider self-financing incumbents separately. Members

ofminor parties lack "face credibility" - only two independents won in 1996, and both had strong

party ties. Incumbent Bemie Sanders caucuses with the Democrats and was supported by then-

congressional campaign committee; congressional widow JoAnn Emerson ran with support fi-om

the local Republican party when her husband died after the Republican filing deadline had passed.

I thus omitted all incumbents and minor-party candidates from the study. Fora discussion ofhow

I winnowed thefield ofmajor-party non-incumbents, please see the Appendix.

"Self-financing," sometimes called "self-investment" or "personal investment," is measured

both continuously and categorically. The continuous measure used inthelogistic regressions

presented later is the cumulative total of netloans and contributions received (and reported)

through thedisclosure period closing 12 days before anelection. Since 1am primaiily interested

inthe efiect of self-financing on election outcomes, 1did not count activity that occurred afterthe

election, as reported inthe post-general and year-end EEC filings. 1also adjusted each

candidate'sself-financing measures to exclude loanrepayments that exceeded cumulative loans

through anygiven period as such repayments must have been applied to self-debt from previous

election qrcles.^ The categorical measure of self-financing, based on the continuous measure,

includes three levels: the uppergroup who self-financed morethan $100,000, a middle group

whose net investments totalled more than $2,000 but less than $100,000, and "non-self-

financers," who provided $2,000 or less to their own campaigns. (1 reasoned that a candidate

^Hiisfiguie does not count candidates in special elections andcandidates fornon-voting delegate fix>m American
Samoa, the District ofColumbia, Guam, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgia Islands.
^Table 1 is theexception tothiscoding rule. There I usethesimple sum ofloans andcontributions reported
during the entire cycle to render the figures comparable to sununaries from other years cited above.



who contributes $1,000 per election to his own campaign does not exploit Buckleys exemption

for personal expenditures, and thus should be classified as a"non-self-financer.")

SFT F-FTNANrKRS AS STRATEGIC POLITICIANS

Gordon Black (1972) theorizes that prospective candidates use a strategic dedrion

calculusto decide whether or not to run for a particularoffice:

Uo=P*B-R.

P istheftgrimatftH probability ofwinning office O, B isthe benefit accrued by winning 0, and R is

the cost (orrisk) ofrunning for O. Ifa candidate's net expected benefit (or utility) ofrunning for

O, t/o, isgreater than zero, hewill throw his hat into thering.

In theirlandmark workStrategyand Choice in CongressionalElections, Jacobson and

Kemell (1983) focus ontheRterm, arguing that an elected official who contemplates climbing the

political ladder counts the opportunity cost of^ving up his current office in his calculation of/?.

Forofficeholders, then, theexpected benefit ofa campaign, P*B, must belarge enough to ofl&et

the higher cost ofrunning. Jacobson and Kemell predict and confirm that political veterans would

thus beobserved running for House inmore favorable climates, that is, with higher values off.

I assume thatcandidates prefer spending their supporters' money to spending thdr own.

Those familiar with Hubert Humphrey's assessment offimdrdsing asa "disgusting, degrading,

demeaning" experience might question this assumption, but the behavior ofincumbents backs it

up. The group that can most easily raise money does. The assumption about candidates'

spending preferences implies that the cost ofseeking office (/?) is higher for self-financers than for



others, ceteris paribus. Like officeholders, then, self-financers should seek higher values ofP to

offset the increased costs. In other words, they should run for "easier" seats.

The dataset includes two objective, district-based indicators ofprobable success, both

available as "tea leaves" for all candidates to read: party performance in recent elections and

incumbent status ofthe district. Table3 presentsthe meanvalue ofparty performance, measured

asthe average share of thetwo-party voteinrecent elections, forthree categories of self-financer.

As expected, larger self-investment isassodated with a stronger party performance. That is to

say, the candidates who self-financed themost raninthemost hospitable districts. The

differences areespecially striking among politically inexperienced candidates. Those with noself-

investmentran more often in districtswhere their own party tended to lose. The average party

score forthose inexperienced non-self-financers was 47.9%. Inexperienced candidates who

invested $100,000 or moreran wheretheir partytendedto win,withan average party

performance of52.8%.

[TABLE 3 HERE]

Table 4 tells a similar story. Each cell represents the percent ofcandidates inthe row

category running for open seats. In both experience categories, the $100,000-plus self-financers

were about twice aslikely as non-self-financers to seek open seats. Overall, 60.5% ofthe biggest

self-financers ran inopen districts and only 33.9% ofnon-self-financers did.

[TABLE 4 HERE]



Note that for both measures ofP the difference between $100,000 self-financers and non-

self-financers appears slightly smaller when experience is not held constant. The partyscore

"gap" is 3.6%without controls for experience; withexperience controlled, the gap is 4.9%among

amateurs and 4.2% among previous officeholders. \N^th the second measure, percent of

candidates seekingopen seats, the $100,000self-financers were 1.8 timesas likely as non-self-

financers to run for an open seat. Controlling for previous experience, that factor is also 1.8for

inexperienced candidates but risesto 2.1 for political veterans.

Self-fiiumcers in 1996 thus appear to be strategic politicians. They choose their battles

carefully, puttingpersonal investment at riskwhentheyare likely to be successful on Election

Day. This finding validatesJacobson and Kemell's theory ofstrategic politicians with a new

classificationofcandidates, and it is an important piece ofprior informationfor the second part of

this study. As one considers election outcomes, one must note that self-financed candidates tend

to run in seemingly "easier" districts.

AN ELECTORAL ADVANTAGE FOR SELF-FINANCERS?

The questionofelectoral fairness canbe conceptualized in variousways. Is it "unfair"

that self-financers do not haveto spendtimeraising money? Is it unfairthat they oftenoutspend

their opponents? That they canjumpstarttheir campaigns and be deemed "viable" at the outset?

That they don't haveto conserve resources earlyon because they can write anothercheckin the

final weeks? These concerns are implicit in the complaints ofcommentators cited above. For this

study I will defer on the normative question offiiimess and focuson the empirical question of

electoral advantage.



One should certainly expect that self-investment spent enhances a candidate's prospects

for victory/ Several authors have found that challenger spending isanimportant determinant of

challenger vote share (Abramowitz 1991; Green andKrasno 1988,1990; Jacobson 1978,1985,

1990; Kenny and McBumett 1994). However, thevalue of campaign receipts entails more than

their purchasing power. Contributions can serve to signal a candidate's strength to other players

- potential opponents, opinion leaders, reporters, strategic campaign contributors. Inthis respect,

remark's by Hermson are suggestive: "Symbolically, [small contributors] are often viewed asan

indicator ofgrass-roots support" (1995,131). Furthermore, "[Fundraising events] are also

helpful in generating favorable press coverage and building goodwill among voters" (135). These

fringe benefits oflow-dollar events do not accrue to candidates who forego fimdraising.

The process offimdraising also adds value to acampaign. To raise campaign funds, a

candidate must reach outto local groups^ and individuals. Inthe course ofsoliciting a

contribution, a candidate forges ties, engages communities and learns about the issues his

constituents favor. Forindividual or organizational supporters making a contribution isa larger

commitment than offering an endorsement. The bond between candidate and electoral

constituency is thus stronger when cemented by fundndsing than when borne ofother political

activity. Consequently I expect that self-investment does offer an electoral advantage it allows

a to spend more —but itis not as advantageous as additional raised contributions of

the same amount.

^Ihave not yet determined whether any candidates £ail to spend self-financed amounts during the election period.
®Most federal PAC's only contribute to candidates at the request or with the approval ofalo^ affilmte. The
picmhcr ynimifi ofthe AFL-CIO aie the best example ofthis rule. Before a national union will contribute federal
PAC funds to acongressional candidate, alocal affiliate in the candidate sdistrict must formally request the
contribution.

10



Table 5presents the success rates ofthe 493 candidates in the filtered pool. Self-financers

still have less success thannon-self-financers inbothprimary and general elections. But once

nominated, they now seem tohave a slight edge in November contests. This may be due to their

strategic behavior - they run for easier seats and thus should be expected to win more often. I

use multivariate analysis with alo^stic regression model to scrutinize these success rates more

closely.

[TABLE 5 HERE]

Primary ftlftrtinns First I consider self-financers' success in nominating contests. (The

analysis excludes candidates chosen by party conventions.) I model primary election outcomes as

dependent on three factors, the competitiveness ofthe primary, the relative quality ofthe

and thecandidate's funding for theprimary election. I estimate themodel with a

logistic regression. I measure competitiveness with the number ofcandidates in the party primary

Oabeled NOPRICAN in the output). I also include adummy variable for open seat races (OPEN)

because they attract interest from strong (i.e., experienced) candidates, as shown in Table 4.

Party performance should also indicate acompetitive field but was omitted from the final model

because itwas statistically insignificant in all variations ofthe model and aggravated concerns

about multicollinearity. Amore competitive primary should be harder towin so the two

competitiveness measures are expected to have negative coeflBcients. To operationalize relative

quality I compare the candidate's officeholding experience, measured on athree-point scale

(none, local, legislative/state), to that ofhis most experienced primary opponent. The resulting

measure (EXPGAP) ranges from -2 to +2. An advantage in experience should enhance a

11



candidate's prospects, so thisvariable is expected to have a positive coefficient. Finally, spending

power shouldincreasethe probability ofwinning, but under mytheory a dollar raised is worth

more than a dollar self-financed, so I include net self-investment through the pre-primaiy EEC

report (PRISELF) and receipts fi'om all other sources (PRICONT) separately. Both are expected

to have positive coefficients, and PRICONT should have a larger coefficient than PRISELF.

Both variablesare rescaled as multiples of$100,000.

Lo^stic regressionresults are presentedin Table6. The model fareswell, predicting wins

and losses equally wellwith 76% correct predictions. This represents a markedimprovement

over the best "naive" model, which would always predict a loss and would do so correctly for

S1.1% ofthe cases. All coeffidents have the expected signsand are statistically significant at

p<.001 exceptprinuuy self-investment. PRISELF has a very small, negative, statistically

insignificant coeffident. This result suggests, somewhat surprisingly, that not oidyis self-

investment lessimportant thanfimdraising, it addsno value whatsoever to a nomination

campaign!

[TABLE 6 HERE]

Logit coefficients cannot be interpreted as marginal effects on the dependent variable as

easily as canlinear model coefficients. In logistic regression the dependent variable is the

predicted probability of a binary outcome, inthis case ofprimary election victory, and the

marginal effect of any onevariable depends onitsown value aswell as thevalues of theother

variables intheequation. I have thus included as the third column ofTable 6 the margiiuil effect

of a one-unit increase in eachvariable, when^ variables are set at theirmean values. Note how

12



small themarginal effect of primary self-investment is—anincrease from $31,208 (the mean of

primary self-investment) to $131,208 (recall thatcampaign finance variables arescaled in

hundred-thousand-dollars) reduces a candidate'sprobability ofwinning the nomination by -.015.

This is a negligible amount, andsince the coefScient comes nowhere close to meeting

conventional tests ofstatistical significant, one cannot reject the claim that self-financing hasno

effect at all in primary elections.

This finding is remarkably counter-intuitive and seems to be driven inpartbyoutliers.

Onecandidate. Republican HarryEggleston ofNfissouri's 9th district, invested $556,769 in his

unsuccessful questfor the nomination to oppose Democratic Rep. Harold Volkmer. Eggleston's

self-investment topped the next-largest self-financer by$80,000 and wasmore than 7 standard

deviations abovethe meanprimary self-investment. Dropping Eggleston andre-running the

analysis produces a positive but still statistically insignificant coefficient forPRISELF. Dropping

the second-, third- and fifth-largest self-financers, who also lost theirprimaries, yields a positive

coeffidentfor PRISELF, statistically significant at the p<.10level and abouthalfas largeas the

coefficient for PRICONT. The other coefficients changejust slightly. For information purposes

Table 7 presents the updated coefficients ade-by-side with theoriginal results; however, because

theoutliers were dropped post hocI will refidnfrom claiming vindication of my theory, thatself-

financing is beneficial but not as much so ascampaign contributions.

[TABLE 7 HERE]

General elections. I constructed a similar modelfor generalelectionoutcomes. Note that

the model only includes general election partidpants —candidates who were not party nominees

13



were excluded rather than coded as general election losers. The field now has only two

candidates in each district, so there are no "competitiveness" measuresper se. I includeparty

performance (NORMVOTE) to gauge the sizeofthe candidate'selectoral base, or hisadvantage

due to external political factors. I have already demonstrated in Table 4 that thisvariable covaries

positively with self-investment, so omitting it fi'om the equation might unduly inflate the measure

of electoral advantage. In measuring the candidates' relative quality I do not want to compare

incumbent andnon-incumbent opponents directly, so I include a dummy variable for challengers

(CHAL) andan interaction termmeasuring theexperience of open seatopponents on the three-

point scale (OSOPPEXP). I also usethethree-point scale to measure the candidate's

ofiSceholding experience. Finally, I include measures of self-investment (SELFFIN) and non-self-

financed receipts (CONTRIB), again measured inhundred-thousand dollar increments. The

candidate strength variables (SELFFIN, NONSFREC, NORMVOTE and EXPSCALE) should

increase the candidate's chances of winning andthusareexpected to have positive coefiSdents.

The measures ofopponent's strength (CHAL and OSOPPSC) should indicate tougher battles and

are expected to have negative coefficients. As in the nomination contests, I expect self-

investment to have a smaller effect than contributions.

[TABLE 8 HERE]

Table 8 presents the logit results for general elections. Again, the model performs well,

correctly predicting 84.5% ofthe outcomes (69.1% ofwins and 90.4% oflosses), though this is

not much ofan improvement over a simple model that always predicts a loss. The always-lose

model would be correct 72.2% of the time. All coefficients have theexpected signs and allbut

14



the experience measures are statistically significant. In general elections, receipts from all sources

havea positive effecton the candidate'sprobability ofwinning, but the self-financing coefficient is

about one-third as largeas the contributions coefficient. Marginal effects are presented in the third

colunmas they were with the primary elections findings. Whenallvariables are set at their means,

a $100,000 self-investment increasesthe candidate's predicted probability ofwinningbyjust .01.

Reusing another $100,000 instead ofself-financing it would increase probability of winning by .05.

1antidpate that this model maybe critiqued for overlooking endogeneity in the self-

financing variables. Perhapsself-financing is an indicator, not a cause, ofdiminished prospects. A

candidatemayresort to spending his own moneywhen hiscampaign is in troubleand cannot

attract contributions. This does not seem to be a problem, however, because self-financers run in

"easier" districts. Tables 4 and 5 demonstrate that high self-investment is assodated with good

prospects, as indicated by open seats and higher party performance scores, not bleakones. To be

sure, 1 ran O.L.S. regressionswith self-investment as the dependentvariable and various

indicators ofprobable successas independent variables. 1found no evidence that self-financing

occurs in responseto a difficult campaign environment.

DISCUSSION

This studyofferstwo important findings. The first is that self-financers behave

strategically. On averagea self-financer tends more oftento run under promising circumstances,

when hispartyis favored or when an incumbent haslefta seatopen. This finding is interesting

becauseso many self-financers run as "outsiders" or "newvoices," one wouldintuitively expect

them not to resemble strategic politicians.

15



The secondconclusion is that all campaign money is not createdequal. The sourceof

campaignfunds appears to affect the extent to which those funds contribute to a candidate's

success. The finding that self-financing is not as helpful as raisedcontributions has interesting

implications. One cannot argue that a dollar raised buvs more than a dollar self-invested —

television stations, offset printers, the U.S. Postal Service and other vendors charge all candidates

the same rates for campaigngoods and services. I propose three alternativeexplanations for my

findings: 1) Self-financers allocate their resources less effectively. 2) Contributions are an

importantngnal to other political actors. 3) The processofraising money has political value.

The third explanation is especially intriguing because it suggests that fiindraising, so oftendecried

as a corruptinginfluence on the political ^stem, mayactually servean important non-financial

purpose. Fundraising creates a meaningfiil linkbetweencandidate and constituency groups.

The resultsofthis study should calmthose who fear that self-financed candidates are on

the vergeof taking over the American government. I conclude that campaign finance and

specifically fundraising be considered ina new way, notjust as a means to theendof campaign

spending but also as an important organi^g andoutreach tool.

16



APPENDIX. EXCLUDED CANDIDATES

In hiswork on political amateurs, David Canon (1990,1993) distinguishes between

"ambitious" amateurs, who run to win, and "experience-seeking" amateurs, who derive

consumptive or expressive benefits fi'om their campaigns but neither expect nor try to win.

Including the "experience-seekers" would have biased the findings, as it is doubtful that such

candidates would invest personal funds incampaigns they do not expect to win. It also seemed

silly to consider the "fairness" of an election outcome if one candidate was not targeting victory.

I was also concerned with the 283 major-partycandidatesin the FEC filewho reported zero

receipts. Thesecandidates obviously could not havemade serious runs for ofSce. I thus

separatedthe major-party candidates into two categories, the hopefuls and the hopeless.

Determining the criteriaby whichI differentiated competitive and uncompetitive

candidates was admittedly an arbitrary process. As statedin the text, mypurposewas to focus on

the effects ofself-finandng withoutgetting distracted by noisefi'om incumbents or non-serious

candidates. Ofcourse I could not read candidates' minds and code them "real candidate,"

"sacrificial lamb," "self-promoter" or anyother label ascribing motivations, so I tried to use

objective criteria. The criteria were meant to operationalize the notion that the candidate must

have had some reasonableprobability ofwinning and they were as follows;

1. The candidate's districthad eithergiven an average of45% (ofthe two-partyvote)
to the candidate's partyinfourrecent elections, or it had given a winning majority
to the candidate's party in at least one ofthose elections.

2. If the candidate challenged an incumbent for his party'snomination, the incumbent
received less than 60% ofthe vote in the 1994 general election.

3. The candidate reported at least $10,000 in total receipts.

17



The elections considered for the first conditionwere House ofRepresentatives in 1992 and 1994

and President in 1988 and 1992. The election results were compiledfi'om the 1998 and 1996

editions ofthe Almanac ofAmerican Politics.

After this cut there were only 14 primarychallengers left in the pool. I had already

wondered whether primarychallengers, like incumbents, would involvesuch unique dynamics that

they shouldt>e droppedfi'om consideration, li^fith only 14cases left I had no alternative - there

was virtually no chance ofhaving statistically significant findings withrespectto primary

challengers, given so few degreesoffi'eedom.

I was reluctantto use receiptsas the third criterion. It was not hard to imagine a

candidate who might have hada realistic shotat winning as he first contemplated the race, but

whoperhaps rana very weak campaign and wasthusnever able to attract contributions. I finally

decided on $10,000 as the threshold, judgingthat any candidate should be ableto raiseat least

that much, no matter how bad his chances or his early campaign.

For informational purposes Table A-1 depicts thedifferences between theexcluded and

included candidates. Presented are mean values ofcontributions, self-investment, party

performance and incumbent performance in1994; also included are the percentage ofnominees,

winners and experienced officeholders in eachgroup.

[TABLE A-1 HERE]

That there are239 primary election winners among the"non-competitive" candidates does

not trouble me. Those nominees ran in districtswhere their own parties fared poorly,with an
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ftvcrdge party performance score of34.05. Many ofthem ran impossible races in overwhelmingly

partisan districts. There are also five general election winners in the non-competitive pool. Two

were primary challengers (Carolyn Kilpatrick, who defeated Barbara-Rose Collins, and Ronald

Paul, who defeated Steve Stockman) and so I am comfortable with their exclusion. The other

three were Loretta Sanchez, who defeated Bob Doman, and open seat candidates John Cooksey

and Jay Johnson. The success ofthese three suggests that my filter was not perfect - obviously,

these three actually were competitive candidates. But apost hoc determination ofwho had a

chance andwho didnot would have beenevenmoresubjective thansetting pre-election criteria. I

canthus live withthree winners in my pool of "non-competitive" candidates.
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Table 1. Net Self-Financing Activity Among Major-Party
Candidates for U.S. House of Representatives, 1996

Frequency

0 - $2,000 881

(57.0%)

$2,000 - $20,000 328

(21.2%)

$20,000 - $50,000 154

(10.0%)

$50,000 - $100,000 80

(5.2%)

$100,000 - $250,000 64

(4.1%)

$250,000 or more 39

(2.5%)

N 1546
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Table2. Self-Financing and Electoral Success Among All Major-Party Candidates

Amount of

self-investment

Won

Nomination

Won

General

Election

Won

General,
as% of

Nominees N

0 to $2,000 Count 549 367 913

% within self-

investment category

60.1% 40.2% 66.8%

More than $2,000 Count 317 79 633

% within self-

investment category

50.1% 12.5% 24.9%

Total Count 866 446 1546

% within self-

investment category

56.0% 28.8% 51.5%
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Table 3. Average Party Performance Score for Competitive Non-Incumbents

Experiencein Elective Self-Investment
Office

Average Party
Performance

No experience

Some experience

Total

0 to $2,000 47.91

$2,000 to $100,000 49.91

$100,000 or more 52.80

Total 49.97

0 to $2,000 54.26

$2,000 to $100,000 54.54

$100,000 or more 58.43

Total 54.92

0 to $2,000 50.86

$2,000 to $100,000 51.50

$100,(K)0 or more 54.43

Total 51.79

F = 3.982, p<.05

22

Std. Err.

.91

.62

1.22

.48

1.17

.96

2.10

.71

.78

.54

1.09

.41

N

68

190

54

312

59

100

22

181

127

290

76

493



Table 4. Percent of Candidates SeekingOpen Seats AmongCompetitive Non-Incumbents

Experience in Elective Self-Investment
OfiSce

Percent Open
Seat Candidates

No experience

Some experience

Total

0 to $2,000 27.94

$2,000 to $100,000 47.37

$100,000 or more 50.00

Total 43.59

0 to $2,000 40.68

$2,000 to $1()0,000 66.00

$100,000 or more 86.36

Total 60.22

0 to $2,000 33.86

$2,000 to $100,000 53.79

$100,000 or more 60.53

Total 49.70

F= 12.956, p<.001
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Std. Err.

5.48

3.63

6.87

2.81

6.45

4.76

7.49

3.65

4.22

2.93

5.64

2.25

N

68

190

54

312

59

100

22

181

127

290

76

493



Table 5. Self-Financing and Electoral Success Among Competitive Non-Incumbents

Amount of

self-investment

Won

Nomination

Won

General

Election

Won

General, as
%of

Nominees N

0 to $2,000 Count 86 27 127

% within self-

investment category
67.7% 21.2% 31.4%

$2,000 to
$100,000

Count 119 37 290

% within self-

investment category

41.0% 12.8% 31.1%

More than

$100,000
Count 40 15 76

% within self-

investment category

52.6% 19.7% 37.5%

Total Count 245 79 493

% within self-

investment category
49.7% 16.0% 32.2%
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Table 6. Logistic Regression Results for Primary Elections Model

Variable B S.E.(B)
Est

Mai^nal
Effect

Constant .8964"' .2601

PRISELF -.0591 .1696 -.015

PRICONT .6405'" .1332 .157

NOPRICAN -.2559'" .0593 -.063

EXPGAP .5395'" .1146 .133

OPEN -.9935'" .2658 -.243

p< 05, "p< 01," p<.001
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Table 7. Logistic Regression Results for
Modified and Original Primary Elections Model

Variable

B from

Original
Model

B' with
outliers

excluded

S.E.(B")

Constant .8964"' .8835'" .2627

PRISELF -.0591 .3103"' .2168

PRICONT .6405'" .6492'" .1359

NOPRICAN -.2559'" -.2645'" .0604

EXPGAP .5395'" .5595'" .1155

OPEN -.9935'" -1.0578'" .2691

V.10, p<.05, "p< 01, " p< 001
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Table 8. Logistic Regression Results for General Elections Model

Variable B S.E.(B)
Est

Marginal
Effect

Constant -7.197'" 1.8561

SELFFIN .1717' .0874 .01

CONTRIB .5331'" .0922 .05

NORMVOTE .0862" .0312 .01

CHAL -2.0169'" .5269 -.15

EXPSCALE .3298+ .2468 .03

OSOPPEXP -.1309 .3273 -.01

V p< 05," p<.01,p< 001
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Table A-1. Comparison of Excluded and Included Candidates

Total Receipts

Graeral Self-

Investment

PercCTtwith

ExperiCTcein
Elective OfQce

Party Performance
Score

Incumbent's % of

1994 Vote

Percent Nominated

Percent General

Winners

N

Total Receipts

General Self-

Investment

Percent with

Experioice in
Elective OfiQce

Party Performance
Score

Incumboit's % of

1994 Vote

PercCTt Nominated

Percent General

Wiimers

N

Out-Party Challengers Primary Challengers
Excluded Included All Excluded

Mean Std. Error of Mean Std. Error of Mean Std. Error of

Mean Mean Mean

62,630.23 9,682.62 342,541.14 24,361.67 58,646.39 18,567.27

15,036.35 5,913.46 59,572.79 11,800.71 13,825.78 2,783.48

2.8

37.41

66.82

48.60

.23

428

.8

.49

.64

2.42

.23

29.3

48.13

53.72

67.34

8.06

248

2.9

.33

.59

2.98

1.73

9.7

63.40

66.60

6.14

1.75

114

2.6

.92

1.17

2.26

1.24

Incumboits Open Seat Candidates

All Excluded Excluded Included

Mean Std. Error of Mean Std. Error of Mean Std. Error of

Mean Mean Mean

731,978.55 27,408.43 66,808.65 14,132.75 349,568.29 21,913.67

2,763.55 707.49 14,351.21 3,648.34 74,330.78 9,829.69

61.37

65.43

99.48

93.99

383

.54

.80

.37

1.22

28

9.4

46.74

63.99

18.90

1.57

127

2.6

1.20

.85

3.49

1.11

44.5

55.49

62.45

31.43

19.59

245

3.2

.68

.99

2.97

2.54
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